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D M  p r o b l e m :   
B e y o n d  S t a n d a r d  M o d e l  e v i d e n c e …

Famous evidence for non standard physics
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We need DM to explain the flat rotation curves far from the GC

But the highest mass density would be in the 
inner part of the galaxy…



CMB + structure formation

• (non baryonic) DM particles   

          or  

• a modification of gravity that 
mimics the presence of a large non 
baryonic matter component in the 
Early Universe 

Impossible to explain … unless … 

small scales



Silk damping

ACT observations of  Silk damping

Observations rule out a Universe made of  ordinary matter only!!!

small scales

Baryons scatters off  photons (which are relativistic and the most abundant particles in the early Universe). 
Impossible to concentrate them on small scales.  This leads to a deficit of  small-scale structures. 

Silk, J. 1967, Nature, 215, 1155

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/bib_query?1967Natur.215.1155S


Modifying gravity solution?



One possible theory : TeVeS (baryons only)  

Main problem: how to reproduce the 7-8 peaks seen by Planck & ACT?

C. Skordis, D. Mota, P. Ferreira, C.Boehm : astro-ph/0505519

Bekenstein  astro-ph/0403694

Silk damping unavoidable

you see the 
Silk damping in 

action

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0505519
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0403694


Back to a Dark Matter particle solution!



Baryons have ruled out since a while but CMB 
brings info on primordial times

But there is definitely new physics (whatever it is...)
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+ Only a few Machos

Only ~5% max of baryons



One can constrain the DM microphysics using cosmology!

Dark Matter is a key element to structure formation

That is not quite true! 

It is supposed to be a collisionless fluid         never sensitive to the DM interactions….)



A particle solution to the DM problem?

which DM mass?
which DM cross section?

Weakly Interacting Massive Particle
Invisible Clustered

The CDM microphysics is absent from the equations!
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constraints from the accumulated cosmological data offers a
more robust method to characterise its nature.

The consequence of DM interactions with SM particles is
to dampen the primordial matter fluctuations and essentially
erase all structures below a given scale (referred to as the
collisional damping scale) [32–34]. The effect is exacerbated
when DM couples to photons and therefore, one can set a
strong upper limit on the DM–⇥ interaction cross section by
examining the resulting CMB spectra.

In fact, a non-zero DM � ⇥ coupling has two specific
signatures. Firstly, as was shown in Ref. [33], large
interactions lead to the presence of significant damping in
the angular power spectrum, which can be constrained using
the position and relative amplitude of the acoustic peaks.
Secondly, after DM ceases to interact with photons, the
collisional damping is supplemented by DM free-streaming4;
this appears as a ‘linear’ translation of the matter power
spectrum and can also be constrained (if the effect is
substantial enough). Therefore, with the first data from the
Planck satellite [41], one can set a limit on DM–⇥ interactions
with unprecedented precision.

In this study, we extend the preliminary analysis of
Ref. [33] much further and show that a non-negligible DM–⇥
coupling also generates distinctive features in the temperature
and polarisation power spectra at high ⌅. One can use these
effects to search for evidence of DM interactions in CMB data
and determine (at least observationally) the strength of DM–⇥
interactions that we are allowed. This work will be extended
to other DM interactions in a future publication.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the implementation of DM–⇥ interactions and the qualitative
effects on the T T and EE components of the angular power
spectrum. In Sec. III A, we constrain these interactions by
comparing the spectra to the latest Planck data, and find the
best-fit cosmological parameters. In Sec. III B, we present our
predictions for the temperature and polarisation spectra for the
maximally allowed value of the elastic scattering cross section
that we obtain. We conclude in Sec. IV.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DM–⇥ INTERACTIONS

In this section, we recall the modified Boltzmann equations
used to incorporate interactions of DM with photons [33] and
discuss their implementation in the Cosmic Linear Anisotropy
Solving System (CLASS) code5 (version 1.7) [42, 43].

The current version of CLASS offers a choice between two
gauges for the definition of cosmological perturbations: the
Newtonian gauge, and the synchronous gauge comoving with
DM (see e.g. Ref. [44]). In the presence of coupled DM, the
synchronous gauge equations should be slightly reformulated

4 Assuming the DM–⇥ decoupling happens before the gravitational collapse
of such fluctuations and the DM velocity is not completely negligible at
this time; this offers a way to determine the decoupling epoch.

5 class-code.net

since the gauge can be fixed by imposing ⌅DM = 0 at the initial
time but not at all times. For simplicity, we implemented
the DM–⇥ interactions in the Newtonian gauge only. All
equations in this section refer to that gauge, assuming a flat
universe and taking derivatives with respect to conformal
time, ⌥. Our notation is consistent with Ref. [44].

A. Modified Boltzmann equations

In the absence of DM interactions, the Boltzmann equations
simplify to the following Euler equations:

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
s k2�b �R�1⇤̇(⌅b �⌅⇥) , (1)

⌅̇⇥ = k2�+ k2
�

1
4

�⇥ �⌃⇥

⇥
� ⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b) , (2)

⌅̇DM = k2��H ⌅DM , (3)

where ⌅b, ⌅⇥ and ⌅DM are the baryon, photon and DM velocity
divergences respectively. �⇥ and ⌃⇥ are the density fluctuation
and anisotropic stress potential associated with the photon
fluid, � is the gravitational potential, k is the comoving
wavenumber, H = (ȧ/a) is the conformal Hubble rate, R ⇥
(3/4)(⇧b/⇧⇥) is the ratio of the baryon to photon density, cs
is the baryon sound speed and ⇤̇ ⇥ a ⌃Th c ne is the Thomson
scattering rate (the scale factor, a, appears since the derivative
is taken with respect to conformal time).

DM–⇥ interactions are accounted for by a term analogous
to �⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b) in the DM and photon velocity equations. The
new interaction rate reads µ̇ ⇥ a ⌃DM�⇥ c nDM, where ⌃DM�⇥ is
the DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, nDM = ⇧DM/mDM
is the DM number density, ⇧DM is the DM energy density and
mDM is the DM mass (assuming that DM is non-relativistic)6.
Thus, the Euler equation for photons receives the additional
source term �µ̇(⌅⇥ �⌅DM).

In order to conserve energy and account for the momentum
transfer in an elastic scattering process, the source term in the
Euler equation for DM has the opposite sign and is rescaled
by a factor S ⇥ (3/4)(⇧DM/⇧⇥), which grows in proportion to
a. Thus, the Euler equations become

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
s k2�b �R�1⇤̇(⌅b �⌅⇥) , (4)

⌅̇⇥ = k2�+ k2
�

1
4

�⇥ �⌃⇥

⇥

�⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b)� µ̇(⌅⇥ �⌅DM) , (5)

⌅̇DM = k2��H ⌅DM �S�1µ̇(⌅DM �⌅⇥) . (6)

The DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, ⌃DM�⇥, can
be either constant (like the Thomson scattering between
photons and charged particles) or proportional to temperature,
depending on the DM model that is being considered.

6 Intuitively, one can understand why µ̇ must be proportional to the cross
section and the DM number density; if either the number of DM particles
or the cross section is completely negligible, the photon fluid will not be
significantly modified by a DM–⇥ coupling.

(we do not include them!)

gravity expansion



Which mass? 

This picture is valid if  DM is collisionless but …

Heavy WIMPs Particle of a 3 keV

C.B, J. Schewtschenko et al, MNRAS

Observations agree better in the case of  WDM but it is not the end of  the story



CDM, WDM & Free-streaming

lstruct ⇠ 100 kpc
⇣mDM

keV

⌘�4/3

lfs =

Z t0

tdec

v(t)

a(t)
dt

(astro-ph/0012504, astro-ph/0410591)

Z tnr

tdec

dt...+

Z t0

tnr

dt...

0

W D M

C D M ,   

• No  d i s s i p a t i o n ,  t d e c  =  0
• Ve r y  h e a v y,  v ( t )  i s  t i n y !  

T h e  s p e c t r u m  c a r r i e s  o n  f o r e v e r…
( a l m o s t )



A more generic case

lfs =

Z t0

tdec

v(t)

a(t)
dt

depends on interactions

depends on mass

depends on the history of the Universe

3 parameters interaction	rate,	

mass	

equality	matter-radiation



Classification

tnr = teq

(astro-ph/0012504, astro-ph/0410591)

RegionII
1/�dec = teq

3 parameters �, mDM , teq

�

mDM

RegionI

RegionIII
IV

V

VI

eV

Each region represents a kind of DM candidate! 

Each of them predicts a cut-off in the P(k) 



Free-streaming & Self-damping only

MeV

neutrino-like

WIMPS

self-interactions 
strong interactions

lfs / m�4/3
DM

(astro-ph/0012504, astro-ph/0410591)
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(free-streaming depend on interactions and mass)



Damping

Collisional Damping Free-streaming

Real Physics

“Real” Physics

lfs =

Z t0

tdec

v

a(t)
⇥ dt

Both effects together!

Collisional damping free-streaming

A3 2	 (

:B2AB A A 3 ; 3 1 2 ::

l2id ⇠ 2 ⇡2

3

Z tdec(dm�i)

0

⇢i v2i
⇢t a2 �i

dtFluctuations are damped
by DM collisions first



How weakly interacting DM has to be?

“WIMPs” : no electromagnetic interaction based on the SM.

Let us introduce                  interactionsdm� �

  

Silk damping

We already have a partial answer

But how invisible the DM really needs to be?



Collisional (Silk) damping in modern Cosmology
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constraints from the accumulated cosmological data offers a
more robust method to characterise its nature.

The consequence of DM interactions with SM particles is
to dampen the primordial matter fluctuations and essentially
erase all structures below a given scale (referred to as the
collisional damping scale) [32–34]. The effect is exacerbated
when DM couples to photons and therefore, one can set a
strong upper limit on the DM–⇥ interaction cross section by
examining the resulting CMB spectra.

In fact, a non-zero DM � ⇥ coupling has two specific
signatures. Firstly, as was shown in Ref. [33], large
interactions lead to the presence of significant damping in
the angular power spectrum, which can be constrained using
the position and relative amplitude of the acoustic peaks.
Secondly, after DM ceases to interact with photons, the
collisional damping is supplemented by DM free-streaming4;
this appears as a ‘linear’ translation of the matter power
spectrum and can also be constrained (if the effect is
substantial enough). Therefore, with the first data from the
Planck satellite [41], one can set a limit on DM–⇥ interactions
with unprecedented precision.

In this study, we extend the preliminary analysis of
Ref. [33] much further and show that a non-negligible DM–⇥
coupling also generates distinctive features in the temperature
and polarisation power spectra at high ⌅. One can use these
effects to search for evidence of DM interactions in CMB data
and determine (at least observationally) the strength of DM–⇥
interactions that we are allowed. This work will be extended
to other DM interactions in a future publication.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the implementation of DM–⇥ interactions and the qualitative
effects on the T T and EE components of the angular power
spectrum. In Sec. III A, we constrain these interactions by
comparing the spectra to the latest Planck data, and find the
best-fit cosmological parameters. In Sec. III B, we present our
predictions for the temperature and polarisation spectra for the
maximally allowed value of the elastic scattering cross section
that we obtain. We conclude in Sec. IV.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DM–⇥ INTERACTIONS

In this section, we recall the modified Boltzmann equations
used to incorporate interactions of DM with photons [33] and
discuss their implementation in the Cosmic Linear Anisotropy
Solving System (CLASS) code5 (version 1.7) [42, 43].

The current version of CLASS offers a choice between two
gauges for the definition of cosmological perturbations: the
Newtonian gauge, and the synchronous gauge comoving with
DM (see e.g. Ref. [44]). In the presence of coupled DM, the
synchronous gauge equations should be slightly reformulated

4 Assuming the DM–⇥ decoupling happens before the gravitational collapse
of such fluctuations and the DM velocity is not completely negligible at
this time; this offers a way to determine the decoupling epoch.

5 class-code.net

since the gauge can be fixed by imposing ⌅DM = 0 at the initial
time but not at all times. For simplicity, we implemented
the DM–⇥ interactions in the Newtonian gauge only. All
equations in this section refer to that gauge, assuming a flat
universe and taking derivatives with respect to conformal
time, ⌥. Our notation is consistent with Ref. [44].

A. Modified Boltzmann equations

In the absence of DM interactions, the Boltzmann equations
simplify to the following Euler equations:

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
s k2�b �R�1⇤̇(⌅b �⌅⇥) , (1)

⌅̇⇥ = k2�+ k2
�

1
4

�⇥ �⌃⇥

⇥
� ⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b) , (2)

⌅̇DM = k2��H ⌅DM , (3)

where ⌅b, ⌅⇥ and ⌅DM are the baryon, photon and DM velocity
divergences respectively. �⇥ and ⌃⇥ are the density fluctuation
and anisotropic stress potential associated with the photon
fluid, � is the gravitational potential, k is the comoving
wavenumber, H = (ȧ/a) is the conformal Hubble rate, R ⇥
(3/4)(⇧b/⇧⇥) is the ratio of the baryon to photon density, cs
is the baryon sound speed and ⇤̇ ⇥ a ⌃Th c ne is the Thomson
scattering rate (the scale factor, a, appears since the derivative
is taken with respect to conformal time).

DM–⇥ interactions are accounted for by a term analogous
to �⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b) in the DM and photon velocity equations. The
new interaction rate reads µ̇ ⇥ a ⌃DM�⇥ c nDM, where ⌃DM�⇥ is
the DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, nDM = ⇧DM/mDM
is the DM number density, ⇧DM is the DM energy density and
mDM is the DM mass (assuming that DM is non-relativistic)6.
Thus, the Euler equation for photons receives the additional
source term �µ̇(⌅⇥ �⌅DM).

In order to conserve energy and account for the momentum
transfer in an elastic scattering process, the source term in the
Euler equation for DM has the opposite sign and is rescaled
by a factor S ⇥ (3/4)(⇧DM/⇧⇥), which grows in proportion to
a. Thus, the Euler equations become

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
s k2�b �R�1⇤̇(⌅b �⌅⇥) , (4)

⌅̇⇥ = k2�+ k2
�

1
4

�⇥ �⌃⇥

⇥

�⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b)� µ̇(⌅⇥ �⌅DM) , (5)

⌅̇DM = k2��H ⌅DM �S�1µ̇(⌅DM �⌅⇥) . (6)

The DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, ⌃DM�⇥, can
be either constant (like the Thomson scattering between
photons and charged particles) or proportional to temperature,
depending on the DM model that is being considered.

6 Intuitively, one can understand why µ̇ must be proportional to the cross
section and the DM number density; if either the number of DM particles
or the cross section is completely negligible, the photon fluid will not be
significantly modified by a DM–⇥ coupling.
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constraints from the accumulated cosmological data offers a
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without DM interactions with DM interactions

astro-ph/0112522

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0112522


Impact on CMB?



If DM was made of dark baryons
astro-ph/0112522

1 parameter (the ratio of cross section to the DM mass)

Thomson cross section; 
dark matter would be a baryon… it is excluded!

vanilla CDM

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0112522
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Dark baryons and the Planck data… 

CDM is compatible with CMB but CMB only probes big scales!

The determination of the age of Universe changes with the nature of the DM!

What is allowed now!

arXiv:1309.7588

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1309.7588


What about structure formation?
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FIG. 3: A comparison between the T T angular power spectra for the maximally allowed (constant) DM–⌅ cross section (u ⌅ 10�4), and the
9-year WMAP [3] and one-year Planck [41] best-fit data. Also plotted are the full 3-year data from the SPT [4] and ACT [5] telescopes. On
the left, we see a suppression of power with respect to WMAP-9 and Planck for ⇤& 3000 and on the right, we give our prediction for the T T
component of the angular power spectrum at high ⇤.
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FIG. 4: The effect of DM–⌅ interactions on the B-modes of the
angular power spectrum, where the strength of the interaction
is characterised by u ⇤

�
⇧DM�⌅/⇧Th

⇥
[mDM/100 GeV]�1 (with a

constant ⇧DM�⌅) and we use the ‘Planck + WP’ best-fit parameters
from Ref. [41]. The data points are the recent B-mode polarisation
measurements from the SPT experiment, where SPTpol 1, SPTpol
2 and SPTpol 3 refer to (Ê150⇤̂CIB)⇥ B̂150, (Ê95⇤̂CIB)⇥ B̂150 and
(Ê150⇤̂CIB)⇥ B̂150

⇥ respectively in Ref. [54]. For the maximally
allowed (constant) DM–⌅ cross section (u ⌅ 10�4), we see a
deviation from the Planck best-fit �CDM model for ⇤ & 500 and a
significant suppression of power for larger ⇤.

Fig. 1) and the matter power spectrum (see Fig. 5). While the
overall effect is small for u . 10�4, if we consider ⇤ & 500,
one can use the B-modes alone combined with the first-season
SPTpol data [54] to effectively rule out u & 5⇥10�3. In fact,
future polarisation data from e.g. SPT [4], POLARBEAR [55]
and SPIDER [56] could be sensitive enough to distinguish
u ⌅ 10�5 from �CDM.

Finally, the matter power spectrum may provide us with
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FIG. 5: The influence of DM–⌅ interactions on the matter power
spectrum, where the strength of the interaction is characterised by
u ⇤

�
⇧DM�⌅/⇧Th

⇥
[mDM/100 GeV]�1 (with a constant ⇧DM�⌅) and

we use the ‘Planck + WP’ best-fit parameters from Ref. [41]. The
new coupling produces (power-law) damped oscillations at large
scales, reducing the number of small-scale structures, thus allowing
the cross section to be constrained. For allowed (constant) DM–⌅
cross sections (u . 10�4), significant damping effects are restricted
to the non-linear regime (k & 0.2 h Mpc�1).

an even stronger limit on the DM–⌅ interaction cross section
(see Fig. 5). The pattern of oscillations together with the
suppression of power at small scales, as noticed already in
Ref. [33], could indeed constitute an interesting signature.
The observability of such an effect depends on the non–linear
evolution of the matter power spectrum (for which k &
0.2 h Mpc�1). Typically, one would expect it to be somewhat
intermediate between cold and warm dark matter (WDM)

 (CB, Riazuelo, S. Hansen, R. Schaeffer : astro-ph/0112522)

Structure formation is sensitive to the nature of  DM 
including its potential interactions!

The distribution of matter changes depending on the DM 

scale of galaxies!!!

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0112522


C.B., J. Schewtschenko et al

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhJHN6z_0ek

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhJHN6z_0ek


C.B., J. Schewtschenko et al



C.B., J. Schewtschenko et al



Numbers of MW satellite galaxies

CDM prediction is  
well above observation

Interacting DM agrees  
with observation Too many interactions

C.B, J. Schewtschenko, R. Wilkinson, C. Baugh, S. Pascoli, arXiv:1404.7012

small satellites Sterilise the MW!Solve the MW satellite problem!

� ' 10�33
⇣mDM

GeV

⌘
cm2 � ' 10�31

⇣mDM

GeV

⌘
cm2

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1404.7012


LSS in the Universe  
are modified too! 

lengths 100/h Mpc and 300/h Mpc
10243 particles

C.B, J. Schewtschenko, et al  arXiv:1404.7012

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1404.7012


Other DM models change the P(k)! 

Very large neutrino interactions

Very large DM self interactions

Very large DM-baryon interactions

see Francis-Yan

damping + repulsion (late times) inside halos

halos should be fluffy 

same as DM - photons but photons are replaced by baryons 

Decaying DM Late times effect + primordial ones!



Fundamental Cosmology - Fuerteventura - Jan 6th, 2014The eBOSS Survey

eBOSS Review - Dec 12th, 2013 15McGreer/Green/Georgakakis – QSO Science

Connection to BOSS – evolution of QLF 
shape

low redshift Ats are from 
boss21+MMT data

match BOSS quasars in 
luminosity at 1 < z < 2

Quasar science
•Quasar luminosity function

•extend DR7 measurements to 
fainter quasars

•Luminosity dependence of bias and 
HOD

•auto-correlation of quasars

•cross-correlation with galaxy 
samples

•Rich data set of quasar spectra

•BH virial mass estimates

•Composite spectra

7

eBOSS Review - Dec 12th, 2013 3McGreer/Green/Georgakakis – QSO Science

eBOSS in context: exponential growth in 
survey scale 

• PG per sq. deg.

• LBQS in two plates

• 2dF per week

• SDSS per year

eBOSS will be:

Courtesy JP Kneib

Future LSS experiments can set strong bounds 
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WiggleZ + Planck 2013
COrE+ projection
DESI proj. + Planck 2015 Priors

With DESI we gain a factor 10

It will be amazing to see what  LSST brings  
but  

Theia might be doing as well ? …

with O. Mena, M. Escudero, A. Vincent &R. Wilkinson



Why is it important?



Indirect detection principle (simplified)

Basic hypothesis

DM annihilates/decays

CR hadronisation/decay

Basic hypothesis

Photons are produced either directly as radiative correction

or produced in the hadronisation/decay process of the CR 

prompt

Photons are produced also when electrons interact with photons or material in the ISM

After propagation



An example of the emission by 10 GeV DM

Fermi collaboration 2009   
D. Hooper and T. Linden: arXiv: 1110.0006 
C. Gordon & O. Macias:  arXiv:1306.5725

with propagation prompt (without propagation)

(in the context of GeV excess)

The hope is to probe annihilation products with telescopes

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1306.5725


Where to look for DM indirect detection signals?Minimal Dark Matter and PAMELA Marco Cirelli
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Figure 1: The PAMELA preliminary data [3] compared with the fermion 5-plet MDM prediction, at the
best-fit point for the astrophysical parameters.

should continue to grow, and that an anomaly should appear in the p̄ spectrum, unless p̄ have an
unfavorable boost factor or propagation in our galaxy.

Collateral constraints must be considered. The e± from DM annihilations lead to a synchrotron
radiation [5] at the level of ‘WMAP haze’ anomaly [12]. Ref. [10] claims that very strong bounds
on the DM annihilation cross section can be inferred from infrared and X-ray observations of
the galactic center region, modeled assuming a certain magnetic field and DM density, that gets
extremely high close to the central black hole leading to a high rate of DM annihilations. In this re-
gion DM becomes relativistic, and in the MDM case this means that the Sommerfeld enhancement
disappears, leaving a small annihilation cross section, ⇥ ⇤ �2

2/M2 ⇤ 10�28 cm3/sec that would not
contradict the strong bounds of [10]. A dedicated computation of the MDM prediction together
with a precise description of the galactic center is necessary to quantitatively clarify this issue.

To conclude: we presented Minimal Dark Matter. Like string theory, MDM has no free param-
eters, and thereby makes univocal predictions, falsifiable by any single experimental result. The
preliminary data from PAMELA, presented during idm08, show an excess in the flux of cosmic ray
positrons at 10-60 GeV which matches the MDM prediction. Let us compare with supersymmetry,
the theoretically favored scenario: slepton masses can be fine-tuned to be quasi-degenerate with
the lightest neutralino in order to enhance 3-body annihilations obtaining the correct relic abun-
dance and a e+ spectrum that, with a boost factor of >⇤104, can be compatible with the PAMELA
excess [13]: in such a case the e+ fraction should decrease at higher energy. MDM predicts the
continuing rise of fig. 1a. The PAMELA results recently published on the arXiv [3] have one extra
data-point at 80 GeV, still consistent with MDM predictions [5]. The nearby pulsars Geminga or
B0656+14 could also produce a rising e+ fraction, together with an angular anisotropy [14].

5

close to us (prompt + propagation)

dwarf galaxies (prompt is enough)

GC

Here Theia + CTA can be important!!!
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Impact of non-conventional DM candidates  
on Indirect Detection

One can mistake a small number of satellites with a smaller cross section!

DM	mass



Conclusion

If  Theia can detect small halos,  
we can probe the nature of  DM!


